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Simple Summary: Metastasis is the spread of cancer cells across organs and is a major cause of
cancer mortality. Analysis of tumor sequencing data provides a means toward the reconstruction
of routes of metastatic cell migrations. Our reconstructions demonstrated that many metastases
were likely seeded from pre-existing metastasis of primary tumors. Additionally, multiple clone
exchanges between tumor sites were common. In conclusion, the pattern of cancer cell migrations is
often complex and is highly variable among patients.
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Abstract: Dispersal routes of metastatic cells are not medically detected or even visible. A molecular
evolutionary analysis of tumor variation provides a way to retrospectively infer metastatic migration
histories and answer questions such as whether the majority of metastases are seeded from clones
within primary tumors or seeded from clones within pre-existing metastases, as well as whether
the evolution of metastases is generally consistent with any proposed models. We seek answers to
these fundamental questions through a systematic patient-centric retrospective analysis that maps
the dynamic evolutionary history of tumor cell migrations in many cancers. We analyzed tumor
genetic heterogeneity in 51 cancer patients and found that most metastatic migration histories were
best described by a hybrid of models of metastatic tumor evolution. Synthesizing across metastatic
migration histories, we found new tumor seedings arising from clones of pre-existing metastases
as often as they arose from clones from primary tumors. There were also many clone exchanges
between the source and recipient tumors. Therefore, a molecular phylogenetic analysis of tumor
variation provides a retrospective glimpse into general patterns of metastatic migration histories in
cancer patients.
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Cancer is among the most prevalent complex diseases. More than 90% of cancer
morbidity and mortality is caused by the spread (metastasis) of cancer cells from the
original tumor to local and distant organs [1,2]. Existing metastases may also seed new
tumors [3–5]. Tumor growth and metastasis occur over months to years, and most of the
progression of metastatic clones is not detected until medical attention is needed [6,7]. It is
rarely possible to trace the movement of cancer cells in patients over time [8]. However,
advanced technologies and methods enable the mapping of metastatic migration histories
retroactively: the record of the origination and diversification of tumor cells in a patient
can be inferred by a comparative analysis of tumor genetic heterogeneity [9,10]. Cells in
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inferred a metastatic migration map.
The development of computational methods to infer migration histories [9,10] and the
sequencing of increasingly larger numbers of tumor biopsies from many patients [6,19,20]
enables the evaluation of fundamental questions regarding the clonal history of cancers.
For example, how frequently is a metastasis the source of seed clones for other metastases
(M→M) compared to clones from primary tumors (P→M)? Do metastatic tumors often
receive multiple clones from the source tumors? Furthermore, how often do tumors engage
in a reciprocal exchange of clones (M↔M and P↔M)?
Here we address these questions by analyzing tumor bulk-sequencing data from
51 metastatic cancer patients. This investigation complements previous insights from
metastatic seeding events and migration histories from bulk-sequencing of just one or
two tumor sites, for which the clonal deconvolution is difficult [21]. Additionally, it is
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complementary to numerous other individual studies that were not yet in a position to
leverage modern computational approaches or that analyzed only a few patients or cancer
types [22–26]. We analyze multi-tumor site sequencing data from many patients to generate
global insights into the clonal evolution of cancer. We unravel the complexity of cancer
cell migration routes from evolutionary analyses of tumor variation dataset and evaluate
alternative metastatic progression models [4,5,27,28], contrasting patterns across cohorts.
2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Data Collection
We obtained datasets from supplementary information from three published articles:
Zhao, Hu, and De Mattos cohorts [6,19,20]. In the Zhao cohort, datasets contained genetic information for the primary tumors and at least two metastatic sites. The primary
tumor tissues were from the bladder, breast, cervix, cholangiocarcinoma in liver, colon, endometrium, head and neck, lung, ovary, pancreas, renal clear cell carcinoma, sarcoma, and
spinal. The datasets from the Hu cohort consisted of metastatic colorectal cancer samples.
The metastatic breast cancer patients who underwent post-mortem warm autopsies were
in the De Mattos cohort.
These datasets were generated through bulk sequencing (exome sequencing). We
obtained all single-nucleotide variants (SNVs) identified and processed in the original
studies. For each SNV, these datasets contained total read counts and counts of reads with
altered bases. Similarly, we obtained the information on tumor sites for each sample from
their supplementary information. We excluded datasets composed of only two tumor
samples because deconvolution of full clone genotypes is not reliable [29]. Additionally,
one of our goals was to investigate how often a metastatic tumor is seeded from another
metastatic tumor, for which datasets with only two tumor samples would bias the results.
2.2. Reconstruction of Clone Phylogenies
We inferred clone genotypes, their phylogenetic relationship, and clone frequencies for
each dataset using CloneFinder [18], one of the best-performing methods for clone genotype
prediction and clone phylogenetic inferences from tumor population bulk sequencing
data [29]. In the CloneFinder analysis, we used all SNVs identified in the original studies,
including pathogenetic and non-pathogenetic mutations. We only used the observed
read counts when the total read count was greater than 40 and the variant read count was
greater than six because the inclusion of SNVs with low read counts potentially affects clone
frequency estimation. Tumor purity was estimated by summing up inferred tumor clone
frequencies for each sample. Branch lengths in an inferred clone phylogeny were calculated
using a maximum parsimony approach in MEGA [30,31]. Note that this approach does not
need or use the information on the timing of tumor sampling.
2.3. Inference of Tumor Migration Histories
We reconstructed a metastatic migration history for each inferred clone phylogeny
using PathFinder [9], chosen because it had achieved a higher accuracy in comparison to
other methods (e.g., MACHINA [10]), as shown in previous studies [8,15,16]. We assumed
a clone was present in a tumor site when its inferred clone frequency by CloneFinder
was greater than zero. In the PathFinder analysis, we used the default settings, because a
benchmarking study showed that the default settings performed well [9]. Following the
default setting, migration paths predicted with <0.5 posterior probability were removed.
For these filtered migration paths, all paths with >0.15 posterior probability were collected,
and the most parsimonious path was selected. Up to thirty possible polytomy resolutions
were tested, but 100 alternative resolutions were tried for the ATP456 dataset because it
contained many polytomies in the clone phylogeny. Due to the greater number of polytomies, we explored 1000 alternative phylogeny resolutions for two other datasets (ATP429
and ATP442). All De Mattos cohort datasets lacked the primary tumor information, so we
performed the PathFinder analysis assuming that the MRCA clone (C0 in Figure 1) was
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present in the primary tumor site. Under this assumption, no reciprocal clonal exchanges
with primary tumors could be predicted. PathFinder inferences for two datasets from the
De Mattos cohort (patients 308 and 315) had low overall posterior supports for inferred
migration paths (<0.3), so we removed these two datasets from the analysis. In total, the
number of patients analyzed was 33, 12, and 6 for Townsend, Hu, and De Mattos cohorts.
3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Clonal Composition of Tumors
We analyzed the Zhao et al. [6] dataset (Zhao cohort; 33 patients) suffering from various
metastatic cancers. We followed the analysis protocol in Figure 1 for each multi-sample
bulk-sequencing dataset, which produced clone genotypes, phylogeny, and migration
history for every patient. Tumors of patients in the Zhao cohort exhibited extensive clonal
diversity. The number of distinct tumors (Figure 2a; median: 4) and clones (Figure 2b;
median: 6) varied extensively across patients in the Zhao cohort. Twenty-five percent of the
tumor samples were monoclonal, and thirty-eight percent of the tumors contained more
than two clones (Figure 2c). Two-thirds of the clones were found in only one tumor, and
15%
of the clones were present in three or more tumor samples (Figure 2d). In fact, a patient
Cancers 2022, 14, x FOR PEER REVIEW
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generally contained at least one polyclonal metastatic tumor. Tumor purity ranged across a
spectrum, averaging 61% (Figure 2e).
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was at the root of the clone phylogeny (star symbols; Figure 3). The MRCA clone was
found in at least one primary tumor in eight patients and in at least one metastatic tumor
in seven patients. In six patients, the MRCA clone was observed in both primary and
metastatic tumor sites, e.g., patient ATP4400 s primary and three metastases contain the
MRCA clone. In contrast, patient ATP4080 s MRCA clone was found only in the metastatic
tumors, suggesting that it is present at too low frequencies to sample or went extinct in
the primary tumor. Many other ancestral clones (open circles) were also found in primary
and metastatic tumor sites in most phylogenies. The co-occurrences (green circles) are
indications of clone migrations and exchanges between tumors.
In six phylogenies, all the clones found in metastatic tumors formed a monophyletic
group, i.e., descended from a common ancestor (starburst marks). This monophyletic group
is most closely related to a clone in the primary tumor (Figure 3a). The most parsimonious
explanation for this pattern is that a clone from the primary tumor seeded a metastasis,
which likely seeded other metastases because the metastasis clone phylogeny shows a
significant branching pattern. These clone phylogenies are neither consistent with a linear
progression model [4,27], which would require ancestor–descendant relationships between
clones (Figure 4c), nor a big-bang model [28], which is expected to result in a star phylogeny
(Figure 4b). Instead, the shapes of these phylogenies suggest that clones in primary and
metastatic tumors evolve continuously, consistent with a parallel progression model [4,27]
(Figure 4a).
However, most clone phylogenies are not consistent with a purely parallel progression
model either (Figure 3b). This inconsistency with parallel progression arises because of
seeding by different subsets of clones from respective primary tumors. Thus, in most
phylogenies, neither primary nor metastatic tumor clones are monophyletic, and most
clone phylogenies show a metastatic progression that is a mix of linear and parallel patterns
(Figure 4d). Additionally, some primary clones are nested within clades of metastatic clones
(e.g., ATP409), indicating seeding to primary from a metastatic tumor (self-seeding) [5].
Because of these trends and frequent clone sharing between primary and metastatic tumor sites (including ancestral and MRCA clones; green tips and nodes in Figure 3b), clonal
migration histories among tumors cannot be easily delineated through visual inspection of
clone phylogenies. Therefore, we applied computational methods using clone phylogenies
and clone locations to infer the statistically most likely migration paths.
3.3. Tumor Migration Histories
Tumor migration histories were inferred (see Section 2) for patients with a primary
tumor and at least three metastatic tumor sites in the Zhao cohort (Figure 5). All the
metastases were seeded directly by clones from the primary tumors in two patients, which
is consistent with the seeding hypothesis, where all metastases are seeded by primary tumor
clones [4] (Figure 5a). Two or more different clones from the primary tumor seeded different
metastases in these patients, as each arrow points to the migration of a clone between
tumor sites. Additionally, many clones in metastases are shared with the primary tumors,
indicating that new mutations have not occurred for the founder clones in metastatic
tumors. The other founder clones in metastatic tumors show a few base differences from
the seed clone in the primary tumor, e.g., ten sequence differences for lung and liver clones
in patient ATP414.
Another patient exhibited a metastatic cascade in which the primary tumor seeded
only one of the metastases. The rest of the metastases were seeded by other metastases
in a linear progression [4,5] (Figure 5b). But in many of the migration maps, clones from
the primary tumor seed an initial metastasis that then seed other sampled metastases
(Figure 5c). That is, a pre-existing metastasis spreads to form new metastases. A more
complex seeding scenario was observed in about half of the migration maps, in which
clones founded some tumors from more than one source tumor (Figure 5d). Overall,
complex seeding patterns were the most common in the Zhao cohort.
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Figure 5. Metastatic migration histories inferred from clone phylogenies in Figure 4. The migration
maps for each patient ID (top) were classified into seeding models based on their shapes (a–d). The
number of variants mapped is shown next to a path (solid: high support, dashed: low support, blue:
P→M, red: M→M, brown: M→P) between sites (Primary: blue and metastatic: red) when their count
is greater than zero. An abbreviation (Figure 4 legend) for each tumor site labels each box.
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also observed between primary and metastatic tumor sites (10%) and between met
tumor sites (14%; Figure 6c,d). The reciprocal clonal exchanges can also be of poly
origin, i.e., more than one clone has migrated back to the source site. For exampl
reciprocal clonal exchanges were reconstructed from the metastatic-to-primary site
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tients ATP402 and ATP408 (Figure 5).

Figure 6. Distribution of clone migrations for the Zhao cohort dataset. (a) Histogram of migration

Figure 6. Distribution of clone migrations for the Zhao cohort dataset. (a) Histogram of mi
path counts in patients. (b) Linear regression of the number of migrations against the number of
path counts in patients. (b) Linear regression of the number of migrations against the num
metastatic sites sampled. (c) The number (center) and proportion of migrations of clones from
primary tumors. Each black arrow indicates a seeding event. The direction of an arrow represents the
orientation of the seeding event. Multiple arrows with the same direction indicate polyclonal seeding
events, where the number of arrows corresponds to the number of clones migrated. (d) The number
(center) and proportion of migrations of clones from metastatic tumors of tumor pairs. (e) Proportions
of path types. To infer seeding events, we first built clone phylogenies from sequence data using
CloneFinder, and then each clone phylogeny was analyzed using PathFinder.

Overall patterns for the Hu cohort were qualitatively similar to those for the Zhao
cohort (Figure 7a–e). However, the frequency of M→M paths was lower than the P→M
paths, whereas M→P frequency was relatively high in the Hu cohort (Figure 7e). Since
the Hu cohort tended to have a smaller number of metastatic tumor sites per patient than
the Zhao cohort, the Hu cohort did not have much power to detect M→M paths. The
lower proportion of M→M paths occurred partly because the number of paths detected
was directly related to the number of tumor sites sampled (Figure 7a,b). Additionally,
polyclonal seeding and reciprocal exchanges were observed (Figure 7c,d). However, these
exchanges were more common in the Hu cohort than in the Zhao cohort. The higher
exchange rate probably arises because of the larger number of samples per tumor site in
the Hu cohort.
Results from the De Mattos cohort exhibited the same pattern as the Hu cohort
(Figure 7f–j). The De Mattos cohort had larger frequencies of reciprocal exchanges than
the patients with primary breast tumors in the Zhao cohort, potentially due to the larger
number of samples per tumor. Therefore, the Zhao cohort did not have enough power
to detect many polyclonal seeding and reciprocal exchanges. Many more M→M paths
were identified in the De Mattos cohort (Figure 7j), suggesting that self-seeding and crossmetastatic seeding are not necessarily rare.
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4. Conclusions
We have reconstructed patient clone phylogenies and metastatic migration histories
and demonstrated that tumor molecular evolution analyses could ascertain patterns of
tumor genetic heterogeneity and clonal exchanges between tumor sites. Overall, our
analysis of phylogenies indicated that migration histories generally do not follow any
single model but rather a mixture of linear, parallel, and “big-bang” style progressions
(68% of the Zhao cohort patients). Therefore, the pattern of cancer progression is often
complex. Similarly, inferred metastatic migration histories are often complex, as tumors
often received more than one clone from different tumor sites (network model; 41%). All
patients classified into the network migration model followed the hybrid cancer progression
model, except for one patient. Therefore, cells frequently migrate to other tumor sites,
founding new cancer cell populations at different tumor sites. Additionally, we found as
many polyclonal seeding events as monoclonal seedings, indicating that multiple clones
have migrated from one tumor site to another. The observation of many polyclonal seeding
events possibly supports the occurrence of multiple distinct clones migrating together,
although our analysis cannot distinguish between these possibilities. Lastly, reciprocal
seeding events occur at a small but appreciable frequency, resulting in a hybrid cancer
progression in many patients.
In previous studies, the patterns of metastatic seeding events and cell migration
histories have been investigated by sequencing just one or two metastatic tumor sites
together with their primary tumors, focusing on the initial and early metastatic events [21].
Although some other studies included secondary and subsequent metastatic events by
analyzing more than two metastatic tumors, the number of patients in these studies was
limited, preventing a general understanding of the pattern of metastatic cell migration
events [22–26]. Therefore, our study is complementary to these previous studies, as we
have analyzed many metastatic tumors from many patients.
A limitation of our study is that the resolution of inferred clone phylogenies is potentially low as only a single sample was sequenced for each tumor site in the Zhao cohort. As
a result, the number of migration events is potentially underestimated. In fact, the number
of inferred polyclonal seeding events was larger for the Hu cohort, which sequenced more
than one section for each tumor site. Additionally, inferred phylogenies are often affected
by polytomies, and clones are shared by more than one tumor site, causing difficulties in
the inference of migration histories, e.g., the low posterior probability of the inference (see
Section 2). Sequencing more tumor sections potentially alleviates these issues. Another
limitation is that the number of patients for each cancer type is too small to compare the
patterns between them. Since several other studies have begun sequencing many samples
for each patient, it is interesting to compare migration models and patterns between cancer
types and other patients’ characters (e.g., treatments) in the future.
In the future, we expect the application of our protocol to more datasets with higher
genomic coverage to provide more detailed information on the relative preponderance
of different types of migrations and exchanges. We will be able to discern clones more
accurately, infer clone phylogenies and resolve polytomies in the clone tree, and establish
paths more effectively. Data from many more patients for each cancer type will also enable
us to contrast different modes of migrations. If collected within a prospective cohort study
or within a meticulously controlled high-sample retrospective analysis, clonal heterogeneity,
migration paths or mutational frequency could be compared for prognosis, outcomes of
treatment, or survival. Overall, molecular phylogenetic analysis of tumor variation provides
some systematic answers to fundamental questions about metastatic migration.
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